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9 inch Folding Step Stool 

There’s always that one item you can’t reach 

when you’re in a hurry, whether it’s in a 

kitchen cabinet or on a shelf in the closet. 

Then there are those times you need an extra 

step up, like in your RV and the SUV. 9 Inch 

folding step stool makes a great gifts for 

anyone, Especially people with kid, Great for 

Kids Sink Use & Toilet Training. It's also can 

be used as an office foot stool. 
9 inch Folding Step Stool 

 
Why do you need a folding step stool? 

There’s always that one item you can’t reach when you’re in a hurry, whether it’s 

in a kitchen cabinet or on a shelf in the closet. Then there are those times you 
need an extra step up, like in your RV and the SUV.9 Inch folding step stool 

makes a great gifts for anyone, Especially people with kid, Great for Kids Sink 

Use & Toilet Training. It's also can be used as an office foot stool . 
Can my child use9 inchfolding step stool? 

Yes. Your kids will be able to easy fold, unfold, and carry the stool around to 

wherever they need it without any struggle or constantly asking for help. Great for 
developing their independence. 
Will thefolding step stool easy to store? 

Yes. Stores Anywhere When the step stool is folded flat, it is less than 2 inches 

wide. That means you can store it anywhere you might need use it without taking 

up a lot of space: the kitchen, the bathroom, the garage, the kids' rooms, or riding 
in the trunk of your car. 

  
Production Description 

 

FEATURES： 

 【Lightweight Folding Step Stool】The measurements of the plastic folding 

stools are11.4" W x8.66" D x8.66" H, and when it folds,it is very slim 
(Only2inch)and it can fit anywhere! 

 【Storage/Opens Easy】The9 inch Foldingstep stool easy to use, It's quickly 

and easily folds away for convenient storage, just pull up the handle and push in 
the sides. Opens with one flip of the hand. When you use it to enter your RV, you 

can fold it with a simple mention and place it in any corner of the RV to save 

space. 

 【2022Anti-slip Design】Specialtextured platform and Anti-skid foot-pads design,  

not easy to slip, makes the folding step stools safe for everyone, including kids. 

Especially around the kitchen bar, bathroom areas.  

 【Safe, Environmental & Strong, Durable】High-quality & environmental friendly 

new polypropylene plastic, make the folding step stool safe for 
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everyone,including kids, , can stand up for years of repeated use without cracking 

or breaking. The honeycomb-shaped support structure is stronger. Hold up to 

300 lbs. 

 【Multipurpose】This safety features making the step stool great for 

multipurpose uses i.e. bathroom, toilet, kitchen, office, garden, camping, fishing, 

outdoor, for kids sink use & toilet training and more. The step stool’s handle 
magically appears when the stool is folded flat. It’s light enough that your children 

will be able to comfortably carry it around so they can place it where they need it.  

  
Product specification 

ITEM NO. BF1100 

SIZE 29*22*22cm 

MATERIAL PP+TPR 

PACKING 12PCS/CTN 

MEAS 45*33*36cm 

MOQ 1000PCS 

  
Detail pictures of 9 inch folding step stool 
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4.FACTORY PICTURES 
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TRADE SHOW 
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CERTIFICATION 
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5.PACKING&DELIEVERY 
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6.FAQ 

 

Q: What’s the packing of non slip red folding step stool? 

A: Normal packing is 1pc per shrink wrap, 24pcs per master carton. 
 

Q:Can we have the samples for testing the market? 
A:Sure, please contact us for samples. 

 

Q: Does the samples for free? 
A: Yes, samples are for free, but only 1-2pcs. 

 
7.CONTACT US 

 

Jessica Ye 

Tel: +86-576-81818163 
Mob: +86 158-6700-8488. 

Wechat &whatsapp: 008615867008488 
QQ: 552324080 

Email: sales2@bebone.com 

 


